
Category: Technical: Crossing & Finishing
Skill: U9

Pro-Club: Peterborough United Academy FC
Michael Fox, Peterborough, United Kingdom

Cycle 5 - Crossing - Session 1

Organisation - Boys will be split into 4 groups. Working on SAQ
activities.
A - Ball manipulation - Fast feet lots of touches
B - Def in the middle keep ball - Def wins rotate
C - Footwork through the ladder, Dribble to square - Cross into
the goal
D - Spints through the hurdles - Technique

SAQ Circuit (30 mins)

Organisation - Players split into 3 teams. All working together to
keep the ball moving playing through the grids trying to achieve
all the challenges set by the coaches.
Team
- Passes can only go through 1 square before reaching a
teammate
- Passes MUST travel through 2 squares before reaching a team
mate
- Can you complete 10 passes without losing the ball.
IND
- Can you play a bounce it pass and receive the ball back in a new
square ?
- Can you receive the ball in a competely empty square?
- Receive the ball in a grid a team mate has just left free (space
recognition)
Take pictures
Relax on the ball
Dictate the tempo, when does it need to be quick ? when can you
slow it down ?
Triggers of movement - Can the ball always see you?

3 Teams (15 mins)

Organisation - 2 teams now join together to create an overload
of 8v4 or 10v5 depending on numbers, PLayers must work
together to keep the ball away from the defenders.
- When defending team wins the ball they have to score in a goal
to get a point
- Overloaded team score a point when they have completed 10
passes.

2 Teams v 1 (15 mins)



Organisation - Must have a player in you attacking crossing
areas at all time.
Teams can pick a rule for the opposing team. Each team plays
with different rules.
Rule 1 - Crossing player can dribble using unlimited touches
prior to crosses the ball in.
Rule 2 - Crossing player is limited to 2 touches prior to crosses
the ball in. Crossing player is limited to 1 touch prior to crosses
the ball in. This requires good measured passing on the set-up.
Rule 3 – An opposing player (i.e. defender) is allowed to enter
the channels area and press or tackle the winger.
Rule 4 – Crossing players are now allowed (on receiving a pass
in the channel) to dribble into the central playing area and cross
or shoot.
Rule 5 – Goals can only be scored from a specific type of cross
nominated by the coach (i.e. Near Post, Far Post, Cut Back).
Finally, the rules can be removed and have free play, with
players allowed in any areas of the field. A goal counts double if
it is initiated from one of the channels.

SSG - Conditions (30 mins)
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